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But Lin Ruo Shi could not get any response at all. Lin Hao was holding the corpse which was
already getting cold, and Ling Yun had no more sound, so how could he respond to Lin Ruo Shi?

At this moment, even the air around her was filled with the desperate sadness of

despair.

Xiao Xiangjun could no longer bear the torture, the double blow to her body and

mind, the double torture was too much for her and she chose to end her own life.

At the moment when Ling Yun left, Qing Shie, who was a sister, was connected to
her bloodline and her heart and soul, and likewise sensed it.

Like Lin Hao, they both vomited blood, their hearts felt like they were being torn
apart, and divine blood gushed out of their mouths, staining the corners of their mouths and even
their lapels.

The corners of his mouth were red, and his eyes were even redder than blood.

With the last of his strength, he cried out in anger: "I will use my life's training as
a guide! I will use my life as a guide! Seek the power of the Divine Source of the Heavens! Kill the
evil and suppress the devil! Avenge my little sister! Love zero service dye zero Wu love?!!!"



Qing Shirt's last words were roared out with all his might.

All of a sudden, even in the void of space, the storm clouds suddenly changed,
and the spatial turbulence around them all came to a halt!

Boom!

All the divine power, blood and life force in Qing Shirt's body evaporated,
dissipating into the surroundings in an instant.

At this moment, she was like a corpse that could still walk!

Then, a supreme great power descended from the void of space within Fairy Qing

Shirt, whose aura remained unchanged, yet she still felt like an ordinary person.

That supreme great power, on the other hand, was completely integrated into her

body, and although it was very limited, when she raised her hand, it had the terrifying power to

destroy the heavens and the earth!

"Break!" Green Shirt's voice was cold, her crimson vermilion lips lightly opened,
her voice was cold and devoid of the slightest emotion, like a cold robot that could move.



Click!

The originally solidified and impenetrable spatial barrier shattered with a sound.

The Soul Devouring Beast's face changed dramatically, and then it laughed out

loud, "Hahahaha, I never thought that I would be able to drag a powerful deity into the water at the
end of my life, it's worth it, it's worth it, it's worth it, I've gotten my revenge, it's enough to drag
another deity into the water."

At the moment when the Soul Devouring Beast used its evolutionary power to
berserk itself, the Supreme Deity encountered an incomparable headache. The Supreme Deity
could indeed finish him off and suppress him, but he would need to sacrifice his life's work and
the rest of his life as a guide to borrow the power of the gods.

Which deity would have nothing to do with such a monster?

The Soul-Eating Beast already feels that it is worth it, and even more, the
Soul-Eating Beast wants to add more!

The Soul Devouring Beast already had his eyes on Xiao Shi, his body swept out,
he wanted to kill Lin Ruoshi on the spot before he died, because if Lin Hao's pain wasn't enough,
then let him suffer even more!

When he did so, death was a certainty, so it didn't matter when he died.



Revenge, he had taken his revenge!

"Zhen!"

The cold voice of the Fairy in the Green Shirt rang out abruptly, and the Soul

Devouring Beast's movements froze violently, as if it had been frozen in an instant.

The Soul Devouring Beast could not speak, everything was unable to move, even
its blood and breathing were forbidden, this terrifying power of the Heavenly Divine Source was
as terrifying as it could be.

But even so, the Soul Devouring Beast was laughing wildly, all thirteen of the
Golden House hairpin were slaughtered, none left behind, and Ling Yun was even killed, driving
Lin Hao and Qing Shirt mad.

The blood of so many people had been sacrificed to Qin Bingyu, including Qing

Shirt, a powerful deity of the mid-ninth rank, and the Soul Devouring Beast felt that was enough!

"Auntie Qing Shirt, Auntie Qing Shirt, please save Auntie Ling Yun." When Lin

Ruoshi saw Fairy Qing Shirt, it was like seeing a saviour, here, no one responded to her, even her
father, who loved her the most, did not respond to her words, making her utterly scared, truly
afraid that her father, like Auntie Ling Yun, would just pass away in peace, she was scared,
terrified.
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At this moment, Qing Shirt, blood staining his lapel, his sleeves fluttering, his long messy hair

flying in the air, holding a three-foot green blade in his hand, walked step by step towards Lin

Hao.

When Lin Ruoshi ran over, Qing Shirt simply touched Lin Ruoshi's head, his tone
still cold without the slightest hint of emotion, as if he was simply and simply recounting

something: "Auntie Ling Yun has gone to a faraway place, that's where she should go. Your father
he is fine."

After saying that, Qing Shirt stopped paying attention to Lin Ruoshi, and even

from the beginning to the end, apart from Ling Yun who was lying in Lin Hao's arms, who
allowed her to pay some attention, she didn't seem to give any attention to anything at all, and
never looked at anything else from the beginning to the end.

Qing Shirt walked over to Lin Hao and slowly squatted down, her gaze never
leaving Ling Yun's face.

"It's my sister's fault for not being able to protect you when I knew that I couldn't
stop you, when I knew that your life was in danger."

"Sister will correct this mistake with her own hands, it is good to know that ......
even the moment you finally leave is happy, sister is happy for you." Green shirt's tone has never
been softer, and just now cold as a machine voice is completely different from the world.



After saying that, Qing Shirt stopped staying and slowly stood up, turned around

and left, not looking at Lin Ruoshi or Lin Yun from the beginning to the end, not to mention the
soul-devouring beast.

Green Shirt left quietly, only when his figure was about to disappear, Green Shirt's
voice came out cold and piercing: "Punish!"

In a flash, all of the Soul Devouring Beast's senses came back, and it could even

speak, but it couldn't move a bit at all!

Immediately afterwards, the Soul Devouring Beast's heart-piercing wails rang out
as countless sword lights fell, each one chipping away a bit of the Soul Devouring Beast's flesh
and blood, and that flesh and blood still carried the Soul Devouring Beast's soul with it!

Cutting the soul from the bone!

A torture a thousand times more painful than a lynching!

And it would last for a long, long time before he could die, and the whole of

empty space was filled with the screams of pain of the Soul Eater.

It was the painful screams of the Soul-Devouring Beast that slightly awakened Lin
Hao, whose pupils finally began to change slightly, and he could also hear Lin Ruoshi's cries and
sobs, as well as the Soul-Devouring Beast's hissing sounds of pain to the extreme.



But that stabbing pain, however, had also become more pronounced, so painful
that it was difficult to even breathe.

The Ling Yun in his arms had long since gone cold.

Lin Hao slowly rose up with Ling Yun's corpse in his arms, Lin Hao's gaze did not
contain the slightest bit of emotion as he looked at the Soul Devouring Beast and threw out his
hand to inject several healing powers into the Soul Devouring Beast's body.

"For the rest of the day, let death be your extravagant wish." Lin Hao's tone and
voice were surprisingly similar to Qing Shirt's at this moment!

Ice cold and piercing!

"Daddy, Xiaoshi is scared, don't be like this, Xiaoshi is really scared, sob."

Lin Ruoshi pulled at the corner of Lin Hao's clothes, tears couldn't stop falling
down, why did things turn out like this.

All those sisters had died one by one like this, Auntie Ling Yun was also asleep

and unconscious, her own father and Auntie Qing Shirt had all changed, becoming as if they
didn't know each other anymore.



How could they have become like this.

"Little Shi is good." ? Closed steak wu served to cover the closed cover? Lin Hao

opened his mouth, his voice a little hoarse and arduous, wiping away the tears at the corners of Lin
Ruoshi's eyes, "Don't cry anymore, let's go back."

Lin Hao's voice was unusually calm, his emotions didn't seem to fluctuate much.

Lin Ruo Shi could clearly feel that Lin Hao still cared and doted on her, but it just
felt strange and wrong, and Lin Ruo Shi probably already understood what the reason was.

Lin Ruoshi also stopped crying, and took the corner of Lin Hao's coat, and ran in
the direction of Flower City with Lin Hao, who was holding Ling Yun's corpse.

The understanding Lin Ruoshi was very quiet all the way, she could not bear to

disturb her father, she knew that Auntie Ling Yun had probably died, for her father.

Now the scourge of the soul-devouring beasts throughout Taig had been

completely quelled, and those who had been affected by the soul-devouring beasts had recovered
completely after treatment.

As for those who had had their souls devoured, it was naturally impossible for
them to come back to life.
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This scourge cost the Tigers a great deal of money, with more than 10 million people affected by

the Soul Eaters and more than 7 million deaths directly caused by them, 2 million of which were

caused by places other than Wuge.

Of these seven million people, Wuge City alone accounted for five million! The
entire city of Wuge was vanished out of thin air, leaving an extremely unstable empty space where
I fear no life will be able to exist for more than a century, becoming? It has become? It became

a real dead land.

None of the people who were caught up in it, Lin Hao and the others, ever
reappeared.

All the people of Tege were terrified, they all thought that Lin Hao and the others

were afraid that they were already dead, right?

Some people were even ready to hold a memorial service for these heroes.

At that moment, a crack appeared in the sky, and Lin Ruoshi and Lin Hao, who
was holding Ling Yun's corpse, walked out.

"Heroes! The heroes have returned!"



"Welcome our hero! Great, the heroes are all fine, our heroes are still alive!"

"Wait a minute, look guys, who is the person the hero is holding? Does it

say ......"

"It seems, it seems like the Peach Blossom Fairy!"

The city was abuzz with the appearance of Lin Hao and the others, but when they
saw the person Lin Hao was holding, they froze, and a bad premonition surrounded their minds.

"Shut up." Lin Hao's voice was not loud, even relatively calm, yet it was clear for
everyone to hear, but it was because of such a calm tone of Lin Hao's voice that they felt true fear.

More than 90% of them did not understand Chinese, but they seemed to

understand the two words Lin Hao uttered, and almost all of them instantly closed their voices,
silently gazing at Lin Hao with their eyes, silently praying, but also in their hearts they were
incomparably worried, fearing that it was what they thought.

"Lin Hao, you guys are finally back, I ran to Wu Ge City and couldn't find you

guys ...... Ling Yun! What does Ling Yun think of her?" Ao Dog ran over excitedly to ask Lin Hao,
finally waiting for him.



But after seeing Ling Yun, Ao Dog was dumbfounded, he wasn't stupid and he

could sense that Ling Yun had surprisingly lost any breath of life a long time ago.

Ao Dog didn't even know what had happened!

He had spent an extremely unlucky twenty-four hours and was finally able to

come out to continue making waves, only for him to find that the entire Wuge City was gone,
crap!

But this was a void that he didn't dare to venture into easily, after all, without Lin
Ruoshi by his side, he had to wait outsideWuge City, only to not be able to wait, so he had to run
to Flower City to continue waiting.

It was hard to wait until Lin Hao came back, only to feel that something was not
quite right with Lin Hao, and when he saw Ling Yun's corpse in Lin Hao's arms, he was also
dumbfounded, Ling Yun, Ling Yun was dead!

What the hell had happened to Wu Ge City!

Although he had heard upon his return that the situation in Wu Ge City was very
bad, and that the Soul Devouring Beast had gone completely berserk, it had something to do with
him, it was because he had killed Qin Bingyu.

But he wasn't much worried, after all, Lin Hao was cooperating with Lin Ruoshi,
so what else was there to say?



That white-clothed heroine was even an eighth-ranked deity, so there was no need
to worry at all, right?

But now it seemed to be completely different from what he had imagined, and
there was even a huge discrepancy, what on earth was going on?

The woman in white was nowhere to be seen, while Lin Hao returned with Ling

Yun's corpse in his arms, and Lin Ruoshi's eyes were still red, obviously having just cried.

Lin Hao glanced calmly at Ao Dog: "You can probably still make it back to China
in time to collect your father's corpse and see Fairy Qing Shirt one last time in the process. After
that, get your ass back to your East Sea Dragon Palace and don't come out, or else ......"

Lin Hao paused for a moment as killing intent surged forth, "Or else, kill!"

"You, what do you mean Lin Hao? What the hell is going on? What happened to

the green shirt? And what happened to my father!" Ao Dog was dumbfounded, why did he feel

like the whole world had changed after he came out of hiding for twenty-four hours? No, not the
sky had changed, but the sky had collapsed.

Why did he have to go to China to collect his father's corpse, what had happened
to the green shirts again, to go, to meet one last time?
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Ao Dog felt that what Lin Hao said was literally what he meant.

Lin Hao no longer spoke, with a simple look, the rest of his aura around him was

overwhelming and sharp, the Heavenly Sin Sword even sheathed itself with a clang, obviously if
Ao Dog didn't leave, I'm afraid the Heavenly Sin Sword would have to make a move!

Ao Inu's face was very ugly, because he really didn't know what was happening,
didn't Father cooperate with them? Sort of allies, right? What had gone wrong to make this turn

into what it was today.

Ling Yun was dead, and something was going to happen to Qing Shie?

Ao Dog didn't dare to stay here, or else Lin Hao could really strike. He had never
seen Lin Hao so calm, and the calmer he was in this situation, the more frightening it was.

Ao Inu quickly left Flower City, he must get this matter straightened out.

After Ao Inu left, Lin Hao landed at the State Lord's residence.

When Adika and Chen Wu saw Lin Hao, they were delighted yet equally a little

sad, after all, a fairy as beautiful and kind-hearted as Ling Yun was ......



The two men walked up and looked at each other, but did not know what to say.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, carried Ling Yun directly around them, ignoring them,
Lin Ruoshi was also quiet as can be, following Lin Hao's side in a good manner.

Adika still wanted to go after Lin Hao and ask him, but was stopped by ChenWu:
"Don't go, at this time, we should do what we need to do, don't bother him, something big must
have happened in Wuge City that we don't even know about, far more than the information we
know now."

"According to the news coming from the nearby city, someone killed the person

behind the curtain at that time, it was a woman, that monster erupted, in an instant, Wuge City

became a purgatory on earth, the thirteen fairies of China gathered, they were strong, but they
were all deep in it too, it seems that ...... the only one who came out alive was General Lin father
and daughter." Adika sighed, "That white-clothed woman was also in it and did not come out."

Chen Wu sucked in a cold breath, the loss of such a large number of experts of

this level was extremely terrifying.

Lin Hao returned to his room, placed Lin Ruoshi to rest, and called over to the sea
tide clerk.

"Lin Hao, is something wrong? Are you alright? I've heard about what happened
over at Tag, everyone is very worried about you, and, there is a huge dragon coiled over China,
just that old loach in the East Sea. But it's a good thing that the Fairy of the Green Shirt is holding
it together, otherwise, we'd be in trouble." Just after the connection, the sea tide member started

blathering, and his heart couldn't help but sigh with relief.



"I remember that there are quite a few divine origin crystals inside the treasure

room of the Sea Tide Immortal Mansion, right? Yizhang Lu Shan Zero Yi Zero? Build me a

divine origin crystal coffin as fast as you can and send it to Flower City for Ling Yun, remember

to pay attention to the size." Lin Hao calmly finished and hung up the phone.

The sea tide clerk, however, was confused.

One was that Lin Hao's tone was too calm, so calm that it felt eerie and even a

little frightening.

What was even more alarming to Hai Chao-member was that building a divine

origin crystal coffin for Ling Yun? That thing is used by immortals to preserve corpses for ten

thousand years without decaying, doesn't this mean that Ling Yun she ......

The sea tide member didn't dare to think about it anymore, something big must

have happened over there.

The sea tide member immediately ordered the sea city immortal residence to
send a group of immortal slaves over to immediately create a human-shaped divine origin crystal
coffin in the most perfect form.

Also at this time, the divine dragon perched at the top of China roared, "Qing Shirt
do you want to make an enemy of me? Are you sure you can defeat me?"



Ao Feng noticed that the aura around Qing Shirt began to become cold and

piercing, so sharp that the strings of the ancient zither in Qing Shirt's hand tensed up.

Ao Feng instinctively felt that Qing Shirt was finally going to be unable to resist
making a move, did that mean that Lin Hao was really finished?

However, with the destruction of the guqin, it was as if the guqin had been

destroyed. After the destruction of the guqin, Qing Shirt did not attack Ao Feng, but his body
slowly collapsed and dissipated, all his power crumbling into the void around him.

This scene made Ao Feng dumbfounded, this, this can't be!

"Impossible, this is absolutely impossible, this is not Qing Shirt's original body,
this is Qing Shirt's doppelganger, damn it! Damn it! Her original body must have gone to Teg

Wuge City!" Only then did Ao Feng's realization dawn on him, feeling like he had been played

for a fool.
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How could he have imagined that the green shirt that had confronted him for so long was just a
split body, but who could tell if it was real or not?

At first, didn't everyone else think that this was Ao Feng's doppelganger, who
would have thought that he would dare to be so bold as to go wandering around the Divine Lands
with his original body disguised as a doppelganger?



In fact, the moment the Xuan Yuan Sword curse was broken, the ban on the
Dragon Clan in the Divine Lands had been removed, which was what made Ao Feng jump so

much.

After all, if the ban had dissipated, then they could have waited for the dust to

settle and entered the Divine Land and become the supreme lord here! "Are you panicking?"

A cold, piercing voice abruptly sounded over Ao Feng's head.

Ao Feng exploded then, this, how was this possible? This green shirt had

appeared above his head and he hadn't even noticed? This couldn't be possible!

"You should have panicked, shouldn't you?" The green shirt muttered to himself

again.

These headless words left Ao Feng baffled, but Ao Feng soon discovered to his

horror that Qing Shirt had no breath whatsoever, similar to an ordinary person, no, similar to a
corpse.

So much so that the other party appeared on his own head without even being able
to notice.

At this time, he suddenly thought of the image of Qing Shirt's destroyed zither

just now, and Ao Feng was horrified, his 10,000-metre body trembling in fear.



"Yes, it's the Heavenly Divine Source entering the body! Damn it, that
doppelganger just now was automatically destroyed because the Heavenly Divine Source had

entered his body and the main body was near, Moon Wheel help! We've all been tricked, the
Green Shirt has reached the ninth grade of Supreme Deity! If we are not saved we will all die!" Ao
Feng naturally understood how terrifying the fighting power of a Ninth Grade Supreme Deity
could explode in times of despair!

His plan must have come to fruition, otherwise he wouldn't have been so furious,
after all, even if the other party had come in his own right, he would have been able to exterminate
him without the need for the Divine Source of the Heavens to enter his body.

But the other party had obviously gone berserk!

The madness of every supreme deity before they die is enough to make the souls

of deities below the supreme tremble, much like the invincibility of the Soul Devouring Beast at

the time of its evolution!

Moonwheel didn't respond at all, and even wanted to laugh a little: just kidding,
going to provoke her at this time would be no different from seeking death, so what if I'm a ninth

grade Illusionary Spirit Master? In such a state of madness, I would be picking up blindness even
if I went there, unless I was as mad as she was and played with my life.

"I do hope you can stall for a bit longer, stall her to death, so that you all die, I can
get the Chinese territory by rubbing my hands together, ah, and Chen Bei Xuan and the others'
plan has completely failed, hahaha, this world, it's mine!" Although the Moon Wheel could not

leave the Moon Palace, she was also able to know information about the outside world.



Yes, Qin Bingyu was destroyed and the Soul Devouring Beast was gone, but I
never thought that this would lead to a great success, Lin Hao and the others were all dead for sure,
and now she had driven Qing Shirt crazy to play with Ao Feng, so just who else could be her

opponent?

I never thought that the surprise would come so suddenly and happily!

"You, indeed, are afraid." Qing Shirt's cold voice rang out again.

"I'm not, it's none of my business, it's that bastard Ao Dog's doing, it has nothing
to do with me, you can't take it out on me, fairy, I've even helped Lin Hao and your sister against
the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace over there." Ao Feng hurriedly begged for forgiveness and

explained.

It was a lie to say that he wasn't scared, if it was a peak eighth ranked Qing Shirt

going berserk, he really wouldn't be too scared, but if a ninth ranked realm Qing Shirt went mad,
then he was basically sentenced to death ah.

Ao Dog just arrived this side and heard Ao Feng's words, although very upset that
Ao Feng dumped the black pot on the self? The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot

more than just a few of these. I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to do this.

Poof!



Ao dog's words just fell, the green shirt did not hesitate a sword pierced through

Ao wind's head, Ao wind screamed in pain, and the green shirt did not stop there, actually hard to
Ao wind's dragon soul to rip out.

"Qing Shirt you ...... you stop it! Otherwise I won't be polite ah!" Ao Dog was
terrified, his own father wouldn't die, right?

However, Qing Shirt ignored him and pulled out Ao Feng's dragon soul, directly
injecting a terrifying wave of Heavenly Divine Source into him, he would be tormented by the

terrifying power of this Heavenly Divine Source for all eternity.
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Ao Feng screamed in silent misery, his gaze full of prayer, this pain he would rather die than

suffer, let him die!

But how could Qing Shirt make it so easy for his opponent?

Qing Shirt tore through space and directly kicked Ao Feng's tortured dragon soul

into the endless void.

"Qing Shirt why are you doing this!What exactly did my father do to offend you!"
Ao Dog watched with his own eyes as Qing Shirt decapitated his father and even more so tortured

his father's dragon soul in such a way.



Being kicked into the void space like this, no? Shan dyed zero Shan steak

whisked to cover the shut? might be in search of it.

Once a goddess, now his father's enemy, Ao Dog was incomparably frantic and

angry, but more than that, he was at a loss for words.

The green shirt raised its head with a fierce look, and with a mere glance, Ao
Dog's body shook tremendously and was flung back with a huge force, and golden dragon blood

gushed out wildly.

A green mane flashed.

Boom!

Ao Dog was kicked into the mountain, its peak crumbling and shattering as Ao

Dog lay heavily injured in the rubble.

Ao Inu was stunned, when did the green shirt become so powerful.

Ao Dog only felt a flash of green light in front of his eyes, and Green Shirt had

already appeared in front of Ao Dog, stepping on Ao Dog's chest, while the sword blade was

directly against Ao Dog's brow!



It was only at this time that Ao Dog realised with horror that he could not feel any

life aura or spiritual pressure on Qing Shirt, yet she was terribly strong!

This!

Ao Inu jerked awake, remembering Lin Hao's words, telling him that if it was too

late, he could still collect his father's corpse and see Qing Shirt one last time.

Back then, he didn't understand what it meant, but now, he did!

Qing Shirt had actually attracted the Divine Source of the Heavens into her body,
she was a ninth-class supreme deity, and she, on the other hand, had gone mad.

"Why! Why did you have to do this? Everyone was saddened by Ling Yun's
death, but why did you kill my father and do this to yourself! Don't you know it will kill you?"
Ao Dog was distraught, there was no way he could accept either the end of Qing Shirt or his

father's death.

Why, why did his only relative, Ao Feng, die because of this, his only friend,
Ling Yun, also died, and now the goddess he adored was likewise going to die! Why, why was
this so ah!

"Heh, why did he suddenly let you leave the East Sea? Did he say anything to you

when he let you go? Why did he not let you deal with the Soul Devouring Beast in time when he

clearly hinted that you had killed Qin Bingyu? None of you are innocent! Go back to the East Sea,



and if I see you again I will kill you!" Qing Shirt gathered up her sharpness and turned to tear

through space to leave.

She didn't have much time left, she had to kill all those who deserved to be killed
while she still had time!

Goodbye, I will kill you!

Lin Hao had said this, and now Qing Shou was saying the same thing!

What was the implication?

Ao Dog's head started to spin like crazy, a hint? It seemed, as if when Father
asked him to come out, he wanted to cast his name, and after he understood the situation, he
found that the best name to cast would be Qin Bingyu.

Yet there was no mention of the Soul Devouring Beast, and he hadn't paid attention
to that.

"How could this happen!" Ao Dog showed his eyes and looked up to the sky in

anger!



He had finally reacted and was the last to discover the truth, apparently Lin Hao

and Qing Shirt had both understood the original reason.

He, Ao Dog, knew nothing, but was the biggest accomplice, the equivalent of
Ling Yun's death, which was a key cut from his own bucket!

Ao Feng's cooperation with Lin Hao had been a front from the beginning, allowing
him to come out in order to push both sides to their deaths and Ao Dog to benefit from it.

But Ling Yun's death directly and completely enraged Qing Shirt, no one expected
that Qing Shirt's original deity would be a ninth grade supreme deity, and when Qing Shirt went
mad, no one could carry the load!

"Haha, hahahaha~!" Ao Dog laughed so wildly that he cried and broke down as he
laughed and cried.

Because of his own father's selfish desire, but also because of his own outburst, so
that his friends died, but also treated himself as an enemy, the person who confided in him full of

hatred in the final madness died, his only relative, also died.

A cone of pain pierced through the heart.
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On this day, too many great things happened.

Qin Bingyu, the huge threat of the Soul Devouring Beast died.

Ling Yun died, and all thirteen hairpins of the seventh and eighth class were wiped
out.

Green Shirt went mad, and Lin Hao was fearfully calm.

On top of that, China had another seventh-grade early stage madman, Ao Dog.

This shocking turn of events? The land of Diyi Lu Xi Zha Zi Er? took everyone by
surprise, and there was even a major earthquake.

But the vengeance of the goddess of vengeance, Qing Shou, still did not stop, and
the Moon Palace likewise could not escape the guilt!

"Hahahaha, that trash Ao Feng, still calculating others, he played himself to death,
right? Hahahaha, not only did he play himself to death, but he also pitted the old mother to death

as well." Feeling the breath of the green shirt's arrival, Yue Lun let out a wild laugh, her long white
skirt was fluttering, and the same cloak was covered with scars.

It wasn't for being pissed off by Ao Feng earlier.



If it wasn't for Ao Feng's calculations, Qin Bingyu would have been able to

cultivate the Soul Devouring Beast successfully, and once the Soul Devouring Beast had grown up
completely, it would only be a matter of time before earth turned into hell!

As a result, he was killed by this old bastard, and now that he has driven Qing

Shirt crazy, his daddy has come forward and directly pushed everything with the power of the

divine origin of the heavens!

Nowadays, when there are no true supreme deities, a supreme deity who has
channeled the power of the divine origin of the heavens will be able to push through and no one
will be able to stop him!

Boom!

As Qing Shirt waved his hand, the nine stars within the entire Lunar Wheel

Immortal Palace instantly shattered into nothingness, and the entire Lunar Wheel Immortal Palace

trembled violently, the space fluctuating so much that it seemed as if the entire Lunar Wheel

Immortal Palace would completely collapse soon.

"Qing Shirt, don't go too far! Ao Feng did all of this, what does it have to do with
me? Don't push me too far, otherwise I'll channel the divine origin of the heavens all the same,
and you may not be able to help me." Yue Lun shouted in a cold tone.

She was an early ninth-grade supreme deity, did she still want to kill herself all

together?



"Don't make excuses for yourself, as I said, none of you are innocent!"

"What's more, if you fight me or not, I will eventually die, so why don't I drag
you along with me to be buried? So where's your brain?" Qing Shirt's tone was full of mockery
as he gripped the sword in his hand and swung it out at the Moon Palace, a hundred foot sword

mane heading towards it.

"You ......" Moon Wheel exploded, she didn't want to die, yet she was no match
for Qing Shirt in this state, and to top it all off, she was still confined to this Moon Palace to death!

Almost instantly, the entire Moon Palace was surrounded by a dense and

indiscriminate attack of sharp edges!

Even if she wasn't trapped in the Moon Palace, she still wouldn't be able to
escape!

Green Shirt was really going for it!

Yue Lun was horrified to find that there was no way for her to escape, as her
opponent's attack was a deadly one, not giving her any chance to breathe or resist.

The Moon Wheel was furious that her opponent had driven herself to the brink of
extinction.



"O Supreme Heavenly Dao of the Heavens, please listen to my call ......"

Pfft~!

Before the Moon Wheel could say anything, he was instantly pierced through his

heart and eyebrow by several sword qi, followed by a dense sword qi attack that completely tore

the Moon Wheel apart in an instant, leaving no fragment of his soul behind!

The death was complete!

Torn apart together was the Moon Palace, as well as the entire Immortal Palace.

The sword qi ravaged the Immortal Palace as it continued to crumble and shatter.

In no time, the entire Immortal Palace crumbled into nothingness with it.

Green Shirt stood quietly in this void, looking at all this in front of him, his gaze
calm, without joy or sorrow.



The last trace of the Divine Source of the Heavens had just been completely

exhausted, and her life had come to an end. She was also one of the only two remaining deities of
the Ancient Immortal Court.

At this moment, she too had come to the end.

No one had ever imagined that the final chapter of the Ancient Immortal Court
would end in such a way.
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When the Ancient Immortal Court shattered, the two deities that survived, also perished, and the
matter of the Ancient Immortal Court was considered to be completely over.

"From now on, the Qin Huai Golden Mansion is handed over to Lin Hao to take

charge, and all living beings in the Golden Mansion must not disobey." After Qing Shirt gave his
last order, his form dissipated with a bang into the void, dissipating in the sky of mysterious light

and emptiness, and seemingly floating into the distance.

Whether it was the end of everything, or the beginning of everything, no one
knew.

In less than a day's time, all the immortal houses in China, whether they were still
neutral or had already submitted to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, were shocked and appalled!



Ao Feng, once a superpower of the Ancient Immortal Court, was killed by Qing

Shirt himself, and Ao Feng's son, Ao Dog, was heard to have gone mad, and was also heard to

have gone mad, but in short, he was nowhere to be found.

The East Sea Dragon Palace even announced that it had since retired outside the
East Sea and would no longer be involved in world affairs.

Then came the news that the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace had completely
shattered in the void, and that the MoonWheel Immortal had been killed on the spot by the Green

Shirt Immortal, who never appeared again.

The reason for this is that we all know what's going on. The reason for this is the
fact that everyone knows what is going on. It was clear that the only thing that would happen if one
received the divine source of the heavens into one's body would be destruction.

Immediately afterwards, all the neutral Immortal Houses no longer hesitated and

all of them announced that they would join the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace and jointly defend
themselves against the two Western sects.

In fact, it was mainly because the news came that Lin Hao was in Flower City and
had not died in the midst of this cataclysm. Then, without incident, Lin Hao, Lin Ruoshi and Lei

Ling would be the pinnacle of the fighting force and the strongest in China from then on.

Even when these gods existed, they could not help Lin Hao, let alone now. They
could only choose to finally stand in line, after all, if they didn't choose now, I'm afraid that their

demise would be waiting for them.



Dusk was also shocked to learn this news, he didn't expect things to develop so
rapidly and turn out like this all of a sudden.

Deske could not stay any longer and hurried back to the War Bear Shrine, to tell
the War Bear Shrine about the situation in China today, and to hurry to inform the Lord of the

Shrine who was fighting in the Underworld about this matter.

In fact, the Underworld had already received the news that not long after Ling

Yun's death, Ling Yun's soul had arrived in the Underworld, but Meng was personally responsible

for guiding it.

"So this is the Underworld, for tens of thousands of years, the gods almost never
dare to set foot in the Underworld." The illusory Ling Yun looked around, it was also the first time
she had come to the Underworld and she found everything a bit new, but after looking around for

a while she felt a bit bored.

"What a thing to say, little girl, didn't your sister set foot strongly in the
Underworld not long ago." Meng laughed softly.

"Sister ......" Ling Yun was a little sad, Meng also told her about the green shirt,
Ling Yun was sad, but what could she do, she died, there was nothing left to say, much less
anything she could change.

Soon, there were quite a few people who came to greet her.



Chen Bei Xuan and Lin Cang Dao, leading the young gods of China and the

strongest of the War Bear Divine Hall, came.

Chen Beixuan stepped forward and politely arched his hand, "Fairy Peach

Blossom's great righteousness is admired by Chen, the Ancient Immortal Court is done, now it's
time for the Underworld."

Ling Yun took a curious look at Chen Bei Xuan and could not help but laugh,
"Everyone says how shameless and bastard you are, Chen Bei Xuan, but after seeing you today, I
feel as if it is nothing."

The corners of Chen Beixuan's mouth twitched, and those who knew what Chen

Beixuan was all held back their laughter. Chen Beixuan could only laugh without blushing, "These
people are all jealous of my talent and talent, so they are just slandering me."

"Then it seems that the rumours are true." Ling Yun, however, laughed, really
brazen, there was nothing wrong with that.

Chen Bei Xuan was stunned: you're prone to being beaten up for nagging like that,
little girl.

The crowd next to him burst out laughing.



At this time, a red-clad silhouette flashed out, "Peach Blossom Fairy."

It was none other than the gallant and heroic Imperial Dragon Fairy Shen Xiyan,
who was ringed by a crimson floating belt.
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These days, Shen Xiyan had really made a name for herself on the battlefield of the Underworld

by relying on her killing intent. Now, although she was only one step away from reaching the

eighth grade Deity realm, even the Deity realm's Green Belt Judges and even the Blue Belt

Judges did not dare to mess with her, so it was clear how fierce she was.

"Xiyan, this is the first time we are actually face to face, isn't it?" Ling Yun also

looked at Shen Xiyan curiously, before they had all met as divine friends, but now they were

actually standing opposite each other face to face.

Shen Xiyan nodded gently, this was indeed, but Shen Xiyan couldn't care less
about being polite, Ling Yun had come here, that must be a great event that had happened, and
hastily inquired to, "Peach Blossom Fairy, is Lin Hao alright?"

"You really just know to care about your husband, I'm dead because of your

husband, and you don't know to care about me." Ling Yun looked at the other party helplessly.

Shen Xiyan was embarrassed and didn't know what to say for a moment.



"Forget it, I won't tease you, after all, if you care about me, I can't come back to
life again, can I?" Ling Yun smiled helplessly, "Lin Hao he's fine, just his mood might be a bit

low for the time being, after all this time things are really quite big, it can be said that all of China
has turned the sky over pretty much."

"Indeed." Chen Bei Xuan deliberately concealed these matters, not wanting to
distract Shen Xi Yan, although he knew that Lin Hao would definitely be fine, he was still afraid
that Shen Xi Yan would be distracted by this, in that case, it would really be more than worth the
loss.

The first time Chen Bei Xuan was willing to tell Shen Xiyan the details, Shen
Xiyan was dumbfounded after hearing that it was so dangerous!

So it seems that Ling Yun saying that China has turned over the sky is really not an
exaggeration at all, and even some astringent statement.

Shan Aisan closed cover Shan whisked zero? That's a little too vicious!

"Well, Chen Bei Xuan trouble you guys to do it, lest I regret later on you guys will
pick blind." Ling Yun herself was afraid if she would regret it later.

Chen Bei Xuan however smiled, "I believe you will definitely not regret it."

After saying that, Chen Bei Xuan beckoned towards Shen Xiyan, "Xiyan, come
over with me, I have something to say to you."



Shen Xiyan nodded and followed him over.

The two of them muttered in a deserted corner for half a day, and the more they

talked, the more odd Shen Xiyan's face became.

"You, are you willing? Or are you willing to do so?" Chen Bei Xuan asked Shen

Xiyan with a sigh, perhaps people are getting old, they used to be able to do even the most ruthless
things, but now they are finally soft-hearted, and her sister is already like that, if she, her sister, is
also ......

"I would definitely be willing ah, just I always feel strange, when the time comes
I do not know, I am me, or her ah." Shen Xiyan is also a little confused, or a little confused.

"You'll always be you, and counting, she's the outsider, much less influencing you,
the dominant one. Just allowing her to continue in another way is also equivalent to castrating a
dream of hers, isn't it?" Chen Bei Xuan was also quite helpless, after all, when the time came to
have a hmmm with Lin Hao, the other party suddenly popped up, wouldn't it be a bit of a spirit
out of that.

"Since senior Bei Xuan has said so, then what else is there to say, I agree to all of
it, I am willing, after all, she has sacrificed so much, I am also extremely sorry in my heart, if that
is really possible, it doesn't have to be a bad thing, right?" Shen Xiyan revealed a relieved smile,
for both she and Lin Hao felt that they owed too much to Ling Yun.

Although it was all given voluntarily by others, it was still too much in her heart.



"Alright, since you've agreed, let's go back and melt the soul, and give someone

a surprise when the time comes." Chen Bei Xuan breathed a sigh of relief and returned with Shen
Xiyan.

Ling Yun was curious: "You guys were stranded there chatting for half a day, what
were you holding back?"

"Peach Blossom Fairy, there's no need to make others sound so bad, it's a surprise,
a surprise for you."

"What's the surprise? Tell me quickly." Ling Yun was also curious, what else did
Chen Bei Xuan know about this thing called a surprise? Was this still Chen Bei Xuan?
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"Since it's a surprise, can it still be a surprise if you say it?" Chen Bei Xuan laughed.

"Che, I'm about to dissipate, not telling me and letting me leave with my doubts?
It's still a surprise, just don't give me any scares." Ling Yun didn't care, there were really too few
and far between things that she could care about now, she had fulfilled her dream and her sister

had dissipated, she had nothing more to worry about, "Hurry up and get started."

Chen Bei Xuan looked at Lin Cang Dou, who nodded, and the two of them quickly

left with Shen Xiyan and Ling Yun, who had long since set up the Soul Melting Formation and

were waiting for Ling Yun's arrival.



The arrival of Ling Yun was also a crucial step in changing the battle for the
Underworld.

If Lin Hao was an important step for China, Shen Xiyun was also an extremely
important step in the battle for the Underworld. The Soul Fusion Formation, open!

In a flash, the entire area outside the Underworld was enveloped in astonishing

light.

Those of the Western Order and the Angelic Order who were trapped could not
help but frown at the scene, and Avril's doppelganger spoke with a gloomy face, "Damn it, Lin
Hao is still alive, allowing them to come to this point now, what should we do?"

The Western Church's Patriarch shook his head helplessly, "This can't be stopped,
there's no one left to enter and interfere with the battle on the Underworld side again, the entire
Underworld is basically blocked off now, it can only go out but not in, and there's no way we can
send support in."

"But there is one more thing we can? Close the service Aizen Yi Zhaowu steak?
Do, all of China's supreme were killed in battle, now only Lin Hao and his sister and daughter are

still a bit of a fighting force, but so what if they are stronger? The next will have to rely on his own,
no more help, I believe the Hades side will also do their best to surround them, we also insert a
foot."



Avril's eyes lit up, this was true, even if they had the power to kill gods, so what?
It would be useless at all, the Underworld side alone had sent hundreds of Judges of the Deity

realm, almost beyond two hundred even.

Because of the fall of the Green Shirt Fairy and the Moon Wheel Fairy, and the

death of the Ao Feng Dragon King, the Hades had been sending Judges out of the Hades like

crazy, in order to kill Lin Hao.

The situation here in the Underworld seemed to have sensed that something was
wrong, they would not gain anything from such a stalemate, and the most crucial thing was that

the supreme God of Killing, was also melting his soul.

"That's good, let's immediately start deploying more men to snipe at Lin Hao and

the others, focusing on Lin Hao!" Ai Weier closed her eyes and began to communicate with her

doppelganger.

The Hades side was also watching the scene, and Earth Store folded her hands:
Amitabha Buddha, there is still no way to stop the God of Killing from descending, ah, with a
successful soul fusion, the Hades will be lopsided, under Yan Luo, no one can beat her, she can
kill in a big way, we don't have any advantage, ah."

"Bodhisattva of the Earth, what should we do now? Continue to send more people

to the earth? Snipe the other one?" King Taishan frowned, the battlefield that they had been

fearless in was now immediately tilted with the start of Shen Xiyan's soul melting, which was not
good for them.



"Keep sending more men, aim to snipe Lin Hao, don't keep spreading around,
there's no need, kill Lin Hao and everything can be done at any time, if we can't kill him, any
more earthly souls we erode will just be a drop in the bucket, it won't be of much use." After
finishing his sentence, the earthly collector slowly closed his eyes, this situation had taken a huge
tilt, and the situation was gradually starting to get out of their control.

Outside the Underworld, the haze of light was bursting, the sky was filled with

peach blossoms, the whole formation was covered with peach petals, so beautiful, but at the centre
of the formation, a red-clad Shen Xiyan stood proudly, her body was so sharp, her killing blood
qi was surging, no one dared to look directly at her within a hundred feet, Shen Xiyan had already
reached the realm of an eighth grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master at this time!

But even so, with her killing blood aura sweeping through everything, only a
ninth-ranked Supreme Deity could stop her, and there was no match for an eighth-ranked Deity.
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